As the volume and sophistication of cyberattacks accelerates, security operations centers (SOCs)
have become the focal point for consolidating the necessary people, process and technology for
an organization’s defense and response. The trouble is that most IT and business leaders don’t really
know their real level of risk vulnerability. They have no real visibility into all the potential vulnerabilities
that might be exploited, let alone a means to fix them.

The legacy SOC challenges
The role a SOC plays in preventing cyberattacks
is relatively straight forward. Rather than respond
to cyberattacks in an uncoordinated fashion, a
SOC enables IT organizations to rapidly provide
context by centralizing security management
around a well-defined set of processes.
A SOC also builds on the change management
and maintenance of security devices and
monitoring log and events that are primarily
handled by a security information and event
management (SIEM) platform. Most IT organizations
are already dependent on IT environments that
have scaled beyond the ability of any manual
management by humans – and security.

• Storing and retaining a large quantity of data
was not economically feasible. As a result, most
event logs and other recorded activity were
deleted after a fixed retention period (e.g., 60
days).

When the attack methods are known, the security
industry typically uses rules to detect them. These
could be AV signatures or rules on IPS, WAF, SIEM,
and others. The role of analytics comes up when
the attack methods are not known a priori.
Given that an increasing number of targeted
attacks have some form of unknown method,
traditional rule-based systems are not sufficient in
effectively eliminating threats. Instead, it needs
additional analytics features, which are applied
in two ways:

• Traditional tools were not designed to analyze
and manage unstructured data. As a result,
traditional tools had rigid, defined schemas. Big
Data tools can query data in flexible formats.

• When the attack methods are unknown,
analytics are primarily used to either detect
anomalies in traffic, protocols, user access,
and data usage or to detect a pattern that is
similar to earlier breaches.
• The security industry is also investing in tracking
attackers and studying their attributes. This is
termed as security or threat intelligence and
uses a large amount of open source and
underground data to obtain insights on
attackers.
Analyzing logs, network packets, and system
events for forensics and intrusion detection has
traditionally been a significant problem; however,
traditional technologies fail to provide the tools
to support long-term, large-scale analytics for
several reasons:

• Performing analytics and complex queries on
large, structured data sets was inefficient
because traditional tools did not leverage Big
Data technologies.

• Big Data platform for SOC - Big Data systems
use cluster computing infrastructures. As a
result, the systems are more reliable and available, and provide guarantees that queries on
the systems are processed to completion.
New Big Data technologies are enabling the
storage and analysis of large heterogeneous
data sets at an unprecedented scale and
speed. These technologies will transform security
analytics by:
(a) collecting data at a massive scale from
many internal enterprise sources and external
sources such as vulnerability databases;
(b)performing deeper analytics on the data;
(c) providing a consolidated view of security-related information; and
(d) achieving real-time analysis of streaming
data. It is important to note that Big Data tools
still require security analysts to have a deep
knowledge of their system in order to properly
configure the Big Data analysis tools.

The essential
capabilities of an
analytics-driven
SOC

Gartner defines the five essential capabilities
needed for an intelligent or analytics driven
SOC as advanced analytics, threat intelligence,
automation, the ability to proactively hunt and
investigate, and the adoption of an adaptive
security architecture.

Security Controls:
• Remediation
• Policy updates
• Risk mitigation

Security Operations Platform Layer
SIEM, Network forensics, EDR, TIP, IRP, UEBR...
Cloud-based Services and Delivery
• SaaS Applications
• Platform and Infrastructure
• Managed as a Service (MSP)
• Analytics, Shared threat intel...

Analytics Layer
(Automation and Orchestration)
•
•
•
•

Software Services And Integration Layer

• On premises
• Cloud-based
• Hybrid

Common
Distributed
Data Services

• Data pipelining
• De-duplication
• Compression/encryption...

SECURITY TELEMETRY
(Logs, flows, network and host sensors, threat intelligence, IAM, cloud services, vulnerability,...)

Advanced analytics and machine learning
Advanced qualitative tools based on machine learning
algorithms, data mining tools, and simulations coupled with
traditional approaches to querying and interrogating data,
are all critical hallmarks of a modern security intelligence
platform. Security intelligence needs to be consistently and
comprehensively applied to identify new emerging threats
in context with any unusual changes in end-user behavior.
Integrating advanced analytics via machine learning
algorithms and techniques to identify anomalies & patterns
can speed investigations and discovery. Machine learning
not only helps spot trends and outliers, it also can remove
the “noise” generated by all the events occurring across
massive amounts of data

Data transformation
Publish/subscribe
API Set
Message bus...

Threat intelligence

Automation
IT organizations should automate security
functions whenever and wherever possible
depending on the risk profile of the organization.
Semi-automation is sometimes necessary
because a legacy SOC can require heavy
staffing.

Security teams must be able to employ threat
intelligence both tactically and strategically.
It’s not enough to collect threat intelligence
information as part of a systematic effort to
eliminate vulnerabilities. Potential threat indicators
such file hashes, IP addresses, registry values,
service names, processes, URLs, email attributes,
and certificate attributes, like common name or
serial number need to be correlated against
known vulnerabilities, threat sources, etc.
Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) includes a
framework for gathering threat intelligence that
automatically collects, aggregates and
deduplicates threat feeds from a broad set of
sources. Automated actions such as threat
intelligence ingestion, normalization, enrichment,
correlation, analysis, and dissemination are
seamlessly carried out in the TIP. TIP’s special
features such as Multi-level Intel View, Analyst
Watchlist, Centralized Threat Dashboard, and
Third-party Collaboration, can provide a
centralized and unified perspective of all the
cyber threats to the organization. With the
incorporation of TIP, you can conveniently
automate threat management and mitigation.

Proactively hunt and investigate
Assuming the perimeter defenses of the
organization have already been breached,
IT security teams need tools that make it
simpler to discover malware wherever it
lurks inside the organization. Hunting and
investigating malware requires the ability to
not only pivot from one dataset to another
but also the ability to cross-reference and

When it comes to cybersecurity, the choice of
tools to use should not be discovered during a
breach. The response to an attack needs to
be initiated in a matter of seconds to prevent
the loss of more data. Organizations need to
be careful not to pollute the audit trail or
invalidate evidence for legal purposes by
relying on flawed manual processes alone.
The bi-direction integration capabilities of
Security Orchestration, Automation and
Response (SOAR) allow you to maximize ROI
on your previous security investment by
integrating and orchestrating with all tools
deployed in your SOC, including the SIEM,
Threat Intelligence Platform, Vulnerability
Management, Service / Ticketing, and EDR
platforms.
correlate relationships with other entities –
in addition to being able to view historical
activity.
Depending on the organizational maturity,
domain and product experience, analytic
platform can be used in combination with data
collected from both third-party network and
endpoint security software and hardware as
well as from any number of security intelligence
applications.

Adopt an adaptive security
architecture
Traditional static security architectures based on
security controls, preventative technologies and
periodic strategy reviews are outdated and
ineffective. An adaptive security architecture as
outlined by Gartner needs to be able prevent,
detect, respond and predict.
Security architectures typically involve many layers of tools and products that are not designed
to work together, leaving gaps in how security teams bridge multiple domains. To successfully
implement an adaptive security architecture, with the ability to prevent, detect, respond and
predict, organizations need:
• Correlation across all security-relevant data
• Insights from existing security architectures
• Advanced analytics techniques such as machine learning
• Automation, wherever possible
• Integration with the security ecosystem with bi-directional context enrichment

Selecting the Platform
As we see multiple options available in the market, selecting right platform is the key to
achieve desired outcome with planned timeline. Below are the points to be considered
• What is the current maturity level of your security operations?
• What are the short-term and long-term goals (use cases)?
• Do you have in house threat hunting and threat modelling team?
• Do you have in house team with analytics/big data expertise?
• Are you comfortable with open source tools and have resources to customize, integrate and
maintain them?
• What is tentative data size to be analyzed for given retention period?
The answers of the above points should help you zero down platform and the model i.e. Captive,
MSSP or SaaS.

OEM Partner
Inspira has partnered with Splunk to deliver Analytics driven Next Gen SOC to our customers.
Splunk platform helps SOC teams gain insights to quickly detect and respond to internal and
external attacks, simplify threat management, minimize risk, and gain organization-wide visibility
and security intelligence.
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